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What is the purpose of PowerCheck Quick? 

PowerCheck Quick is a short version of Alliance for 
Justice’s community organizing tool, PowerCheck.  

PowerCheck Quick is designed to: 

• Provide a quick diagnosis of the strengths and
gaps in organizations’ knowledge, skills, and
practices, and identify areas for
strengthening;

• Inform users about the scope of their
capacity to engage in community organizing;

• Facilitate discussion and begin a journey
towards strengthening organizing
capacity; and

• Assess progress in building organizing capacity.

When should this tool be used instead of the full 
PowerCheck? 

• When 20 minutes is all you can spare; 
• When you want to take a quick assessment

with an option to view detailed questions in
specific areas of your choice;

• When organizations want to introduce organizing
capacity assessment before taking the full
PowerCheck;  and

• When multiple organizations decide to assess
and discuss their organizing capacity at
meetings when time is limited.

How can I/we get more information on selected 
organizing capacity areas? 

• With the electronic PowerCheck Quick, you
can click on the question number for any of
the 24 indicators if you would like a deeper
assessment of your organization’s organizing
capacity. This will take you to additional
questions to consider for that indicator.

Is a high score in all of the PowerCheck Quick 
organizational capacities our goal? 

No, the purpose of the tool is to identify strengths, 
weaknesses, and areas to strengthen, so be honest 
in your answers. No organization is expected to 
have it all! Relying on partners for certain 
capacities can be the best strategy. 

Who might fill out PowerCheck Quick? 

• The executive director or organizing director
• Some or all of the staff together
• Some or all of the staff individually
• Key organizational members and leaders
• The board of directors (together or

individually)
• Coalitions or other multi-group teams
• Participants in trainings

After using PowerCheck Quick, how are numerical 
results obtained? 

Online PowerCheck Quick users will automatically 
receive a score of 0-4 for each of the 24 indicators, 
as well as the number of times “Rely on Partners” 
was chosen. They will also receive an average score 
for each of the five sections. 

PDF users can use the accompanying PowerCheck 
Quick Results chart to determine their scores. 

How can PowerCheck Quick results be used to 
strengthen our organizing capacity? 

At the end of PowerCheck Quick you will have the 
opportunity to choose areas in which you want to 
strengthen organizing capacity. We suggest 
repeating PowerCheck Quick in 3, 6, or 12 months 
to assess your progress. 

How can I/we learn more about using PowerCheck or 
PowerCheck Quick to build our organizing capacity? 

Please contact us via e-mail or telephone (see 
information at the bottom of this page) for free 
technical assistance and to schedule in-person 
trainings or webinars. Visit bolderadvocacy.org to 
learn about ACT! for advocacy.

mailto:advocacy@afj.org
http://www.bolderadvocacy.org/act
http://www.bolderadvocacy.org/powercheck
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PowerCheck Quick is a short version of Alliance for Justice’s PowerCheck. It is designed to provide a quick 
diagnosis of the strengths and gaps in organizations’ community organizing skills, knowledge, and practices, 
and to identify areas for strengthening capacity. The electronic versions of PowerCheck and PowerCheck Quick 
provide automatic results. For definitions of the underlined text, visit: bolderadvocacy.org/act/advocacy-
capacity-tool-glossary. 

Very Strong/ 
Always 

Moderately 
Strong/ Usually 

Somewhat 
Strong/ 

Sometimes 

Not Strong/ 
Rarely/ 
Never 

I. GOALS, POWER ANALYSIS, AND PLANNING

1.1 Commitment to Organizing. Staff and board understand the basic 
elements for engaging in community organizing including:  having a 
shared vision of organizing theory, practice, and what’s needed to bring 
about change; identifying constituents and their current views on key 
issues; and understanding basic federal and state rules and regulations 
that govern lobbying and election-related work. 

1.2 Power Analysis. The organization identifies and understands the 
interests of stakeholders (such as specific decision-makers, its constituent 
base, possible allies and opponents, and others) in the current political 
climate, and how race/class dynamics impact the stakeholders.   

1.3 Planning and Evaluation. The organization has a clear process for 
strategically planning, identifying, evaluating, and adapting its campaign 
work.   
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II. EMPOWERMENT AND CONSTITUENT LEADERSHIP

2.1 Constituent Leadership Development. The organization has a defined 
process for progressively developing and tracking the community 
organizing skills and knowledge of those most directly impacted by the 
issues being addressed. 

2.2 Participatory Process. Constituents take the lead in developing and 
carrying out the organization’s issue agenda and campaign strategies.   

2.3 Political Consciousness and Empowerment. The organization helps 
constituents connect their individual concerns to structural root causes 
(such as corporate power, racism, and government policies) and identify 
ways to grow their individual and collective power. 

mailto:advocacy@afj.org
http://www.bolderadvocacy.org/act
http://bolderadvocacy.org/act/advocacy-capacity-tool-glossary
http://bolderadvocacy.org/act/advocacy-capacity-tool-glossary
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III. ORGANIZING FOR CHANGE

For several measures in this section, you will have the option of choosing “Rely on Partners.”  You should choose “Rely on 
Partners” if the organization has decided not to build capacity in a particular area because it primarily gets that capacity 
from other individuals or groups. 
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Always

Moderately 
Strong/ 
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Somewhat 
Strong/ 

Sometimes

Not 
Strong/ 
Rarely/ 
Never

Rely on Partners

3.1 Campaign Strategy. The staff and members of the 
organization develop a strategic plan for each campaign that 
includes appropriate demands of decision-makers and steps for 
implementing policy wins following from those demands.   

N/A 

3.2 Activating Stakeholders. The organization communicates 
with, educates, and engages its constituents/networks and the 
public on its issues. 

N/A 

3.3 Coalition Building/Partnering. The organization seeks 
support from and actively exchanges information with other 
stakeholders in order to advance its goals. 

N/A 

3.4 Messaging. The organization develops clear, compelling, 
and concise messages that are adapted for its target 
audiences. 

3.5 Media Relations. The organization has a media plan and 
strategically distributes information to online, broadcast, and 
print media as needed to communicate its messages.  

3.6 Influencing Decision-Makers.  The organization builds 
ongoing working relationships with elected officials and other 
decision-makers who can influence progress on the 
organization’s agenda. 
3.7 Change Avenues. The organization understands how/when 
to focus campaign demands in order to move administrative, 
legislative, electoral, legal, ballot measure and corporate 
decision-making processes, and makes those demands. 

3.8 Action. The organization utilizes escalating, non-violent 
tactics designed to engage partners, empower constituents, 
and provoke desired reactions from decision-makers. 

N/A 

3.9 Negotiation and Follow-Through.  The organization’s 
constituent leaders negotiate directly with decision-makers 
and to ensure that decision-makers follow through on 
agreements to achieve intended improvements in constituents’ 
lives 

N/A 

mailto:advocacy@afj.org
http://www.bolderadvocacy.org/act
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IV. COMMUNITY CONSENSUS BUILDING  (OPTIONAL)

If you do not engage in this type of work, feel free to skip to Section V.  
For all measures in this section, you will have the option of choosing “Rely on Partners.”   You should choose “Rely on 
Partners” if the organization has decided not to build capacity in a particular area because it primarily gets that capacity from 
other individuals or groups. 
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Always
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Strong/ 
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Not Strong/ 
Rarely/ 
Never

Rely on 
Partners

4.1 Asset Mapping and Stakeholder Engagement. The 
organization makes an inventory of community resources 
reflecting the diversity of the community (such as formal and 
informal institutions, associations, and leaders), and identifies 
how they are connected. 

4.2 Community Planning. The organization directs planning 
processes using neutral and skilled facilitation in which people in 
positions of power and those without can be heard. 

4.3 Community Plan Adoption. The organization circulates final 
plans in order to achieve widespread community endorsement. 

4.4 Implementation and Re-Visioning.  The organization regularly 
convenes stakeholders to work on implementation of community 
plans and to alter plans as needed. 
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V. ORGANIZATIONAL OPERATIONS AND INFRASTRUCTURE
5.1. Community Connectedness. The organization and its leaders are well 
known, accessible to, and involved in the community in which it organizes. 
5.2. Organizational Staff and Board Resources. The organization has full-time 
organizing staff as well as board members representative of the 
organization’s core constituency, and the organization supports the 
development of leadership skills of staff and board members. 
5.3. Organizational/Constituent Communications. The organization 
communicates as often as needed in culturally and linguistically appropriate 
ways with its constituent base. 
5.4. Fiscal Management and Sustainability. The organization has strong fiscal 
management practices in place that include planning a budget, seeking out a 
diversified funding stream, and tracking spending in accordance with 
appropriate federal and state laws. 
5.5. Funding Community Organizing. The organization involves its members 
and leaders in fundraising while developing long-term relationships with 
donors and foundations. 

mailto:advocacy@afj.org
http://www.bolderadvocacy.org/act
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STRENGTHENING 

Please write down two or three of the above 24 indicators in which your organization may want to strengthen community organizing capacity and/or obtain or 
increase capacity from partners. This will allow you to monitor your progress in these areas over time. 

1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________

mailto:advocacy@afj.org
http://www.bolderadvocacy.org/act
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Results 
You can score and tally your responses in the charts below 
(count one response per question). 
 
First, count the numerical results for each question, and enter 
the number in the middle column. 
For each time you marked the answer below, score: 
4 for Very Strong/Always 
3 for Moderately Strong/Usually 
2 for Somewhat Strong/Sometimes 
1 for Not Strong/Rarely/Never 
0 for Rely on Partners 
 
Second, where applicable in Sections 3 and 4, enter the number 
of times Rely on Partners was chosen in the last column. 

Third, compile results for each section. 
• Add up the numerical scores for each of the five 

sections. A higher average or a higher sum correlates to 
higher community organizing capacity. 

• Add up the number of times Rely on Partners was 
chosen for Sections 3 and 4. 
 

Don’t overly focus on the numbers!  
The objective here is to identify organizational strengths and 
weaknesses, and where to build community organizing capacity 
– not to get the highest score.  
Remember, in areas where groups choose to mostly Rely on 
Partners, the organizational score is expected to be lower. 

Section 1: Goals, Power, and Analysis Planning Score “Rely on Partners” Response 
1.1 Commitment to Organizing  n/a 
1.2 Power Analysis  n/a 
1.3 Planning and Evaluation  n/a 

Section 2: Empowerment/Constituent Leadership   
2.1 Constituent Leadership Development  n/a 
2.2 Participatory Process  n/a 
2.3 Political Consciousness and Empowerment  n/a 

Section 3: Organizing for Change   
3.1 Campaign Strategy  n/a 
3.2 Activating Stakeholders  n/a 
3.3 Coalition Building/Partnering  n/a 
3.4 Messaging   
3.5 Media Relations   
3.6 Influencing Decision-Makers   
3.7 Change Avenues   
3.8 Action  n/a 
3.9 Negotiations and Follow-Through  n/a 

Section 4: Community Consensus Building   
4.1 Asset Mapping and Stakeholder Engagement   
4.2 Community Planning   
4.3 Community Plan Adoption   
4.4 Implementation and Re-Visioning   

Section 5: Organizational Operations/Infrastructure   
5.1 Community Connectedness  n/a 
5.2 Organizational Staff and Board Resources  n/a 
5.3 Organization/Constituent Communications  n/a 
5.4 Fiscal Management and Sustainability  n/a 
5.5 Funding Community Organizing  n/a 
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